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What LPO Does
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There are many areas that are 

mature from a technology 

standpoint but not mature from 

an access to capital standpoint

— that’s a nexus where

there’s a clear mandate

for LPO to participate.

LPO Director Jigar Shah

The U.S. Department of Energy Loan 

Programs Office (LPO) works with the 

private sector to finance the deployment and 

scale-up of innovative clean energy technologies, 

build energy infrastructure and domestic supply 

chains, create jobs, and reduce emissions in 

communities across the United States.



the premier public financing partner 

accelerating high-impact energy and manufacturing 

investments to advance America’s economic future.
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What is the Loan Programs Office (LPO)?

How do we do it? ✓ By providing attractive debt financing 

for high-impact, large-scale ($100M+) energy 

infrastructure projects in the U.S.

✓ With tens of billions of dollars

in available loan and loan guarantee authority.

✓ Via seven loan programs & project 

categories supporting both innovative and 

commercial technologies.

LPO is…



Monthly Application Activity Report December 2023
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Monthly Application Activity Report December 2023
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The Next Generation of LPO Financing

LPO is working with stakeholders across innovative clean energy & advanced transportation sectors
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TITLE 17

State Energy 

Financing Institution 

(SEFI)-Supported 

Projects (1703)

State Energy 

Financing Institution 

(SEFI) Projects (1703)
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✓ Reduce greenhouse gas emissions.

✓ Have a reasonable prospect of repaying the loan, as assessed 

during LPO’s rigorous due diligence.

✓ Employ at least one of 13 eligible technologies.

✓ Receive meaningful financial support from a SEFI.

✓ Projects do not have to use innovative tech.



SEFI Opportunity – What is a SEFI?

What state agencies or quasi-public entities fund energy projects in your state?

“State Energy Financing Institution,” or “SEFI,” is an LPO designation for a State entity that 

provides financial support to energy projects.

Potential SEFIs with Examples of Approved SEFIs

State Energy Offices
Ex. Pennsylvania Energy Development 

Authority

Green Banks
Ex. Connecticut Green Bank

Energy Funds/Lending Centers
Ex. Maryland Clean Energy Center

Housing Finance Agencies
Ex. Washington State Housing Finance 

Commission

Economic Development Authorities
Ex. Alaska Industrial Development and 

Export Authority

Other State Agencies
Ex. Ohio Air Quality Development Authority

Note: A local government or independent non-profit (non-quasi government) is generally not a SEFI.



Title 17 Lending Overview
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• The amount of the LPO-guaranteed obligation cannot exceed 80% of

eligible project costs (as defined by statute and regulations and 

determined by LPO).

• The tenor of the guaranteed obligation cannot exceed the lesser of (a) 

30 years and (b) 90% of the projected useful life of the assets.

subordinated• LPO cannot be to any other financing.

• With limited exceptions, the project generally cannot benefit (directly

or indirectly) from other Federally appropriated funds.

• Projects receiving LPO support must comply with applicable Federal

laws and requirements including but not limited to NEPA, Davis Bacon, 

and the Cargo Preference Act; BABA for government and nonprofit 

borrowers.

Interest Rates and Fees

Interest Rate

• Base cost of capital for FFB loans: Treasury + 3/8ths

(0.375%)

• Fixed at the time of each draw according to the 

Treasury rate for the applicable tenor as of that date

• Credit-based interest rate spread or risk-based charge

Fees & Costs

• No application fees

• Facility fee (due at or before financial close)

• 0.6% on first $2 billion of commitment; 0.1% for 

portion exceeding $2 billion

• Maintenance fee annually post-closing

• Applicant pays for both its own and DOE's external

advisors as incurred

General Terms & Considerations

Lender/Guarantee Options

• Direct loan from U.S. Treasury’s Federal Financing Bank (FFB) backed by 100% “full

faith and credit” DOE guarantee. Note: Applicants do not apply directly to FFB; Title 

17 loan applications are managed through LPO.

• DOE partial guarantee (up to 90%) of commercial debt from Eligible Lenders.



Additional Project Considerations

• $100M+: Due to application-related costs such as technical, market and legal due 

diligence (including tasks such as producing engineering reports and drafting term 

sheets), $100M is often considered the point where an LPO loan starts to pencil 

out.

• Federal Support Restriction: Project cannot benefit directly or indirectly from

other Federally appropriated funds. Tax benefits that the project is otherwise

eligible for generally do not implicate this restriction.

• Other Requirements: Davis Bacon Act; NEPA; Community Benefits Plans; Cargo 

Preference; Build America Buy America for gov/nonprofit borrowers.



SEFI Opportunity – How SEFIs Can Support Projects

Option 1: SEFI Provides Qualifying Awards

to LPO Applicants

Option 2: SEFI Bundles Projects into SPV;

SPV Applies Directly to LPO

Enables large projects to qualify for LPO financing under 

the SEFI project category but does not create capital pool 

for smaller projects.

Creates a capital pool for smaller projects that couldn’t 

apply to LPO on their own. (Note: an SPV is not a 

requirement.)

SEFI does not need to provide information about the 

projects.

Requires significant detail about bundled projects, 

including a portfolio rating.

SEFI is only responsible for providing awarded funds. Requires the SEFI not only to contribute "meaningful 

support" but also ensure that the SPV will receive 

"significant equity" (IFR 609.5(b)(5)) from non-LPO 

sources.

SEFI exposure is limited to the amount of the award, with 

no additional requirements.

Means the SEFI would take on risk and have compliance

requirements and liabilities, application costs, and upfront

fees.



Capital Stack Visual: SEFI As Investor
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LPO loan (maximum 80% of total 

project cost, expect less)

Sponsor and private equity

(could be philanthropic)

SEFI meaningful support investment to 

qualify under Title 17 with no technology 

innovation requirement

For larger projects 

that apply to LPO…

At least 20% of 

project cost



Capital Stack Visual: SEFI As Borrower
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LPO loan (maximum 80% of total 

project cost, expect less)

Equity capital organized by SEFI;

SEFI/SPV is project sponsor and

borrower

SEFI meaningful support investment to 

qualify under Title 17 with no technology 

innovation requirement

Purpose is lending to 

projects that are too 

small to apply directly 

to LPO

At least 20% of 

project cost



Application Instructions on LPO website
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Fees and Costs
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See Program Guidance for details

on fees and costs

• LPO utilizes independent advisors that 

typically cost $1-3 million



Credit-based Interest Rate Spread
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Projects qualifying for Title 17 

under SEFI authority are credit 

rated and assessed a credit-

based interest rate spread.

Requests for caps on and/or 

reductions to such credit-based 

interest rate spreads are 

considered based on policy 

elements and the availability of 

appropriated funds.



SEFI Potential Projects (1 of 3)

Virtual Power Plants

Following are just a few of the potential models 

for residential or commercial:

1. Energy office provides SEFI award to national

VPP company as LPO applicant to implement

in State.

2. Green bank provides SEFI support to program 

manager as applicant for low-cost loans for 

consumers.

3. On-bill financing by utility for solar/storage; 

Utility provides lower rates to consumer by 

using LPO. SEFI support provides additional 

incentive for customers.

Affordable Housing

• Affordable housing owner retrofits buildings 

to create VPPs, achieve net zero.

• Housing agency makes SEFI awards to affordable 

housing providers who combine as applicant.

• Note: Identifying units and project designs that do

not rely upon other federal funds.

District energy systems, higher ed

• Education campus building decarbonization.

• District energy systems with generation potentially 

eligible for 1706/EIR (do not have to be campus 

based).

• System operator, project delivery company or 

school applies to LPO.



SEFI Potential Projects (2 of 3)

Fleet electrification + VPP

• State/muni partners stop buying ICE vehicles, 

contract with ZEV fleet company to provide 

vehicles as a service, charging, storage, 

VPP/grid services. Fleet company applies to 

LPO for debt to implement project.

• For private sector, SEFI borrows from LPO to 

provide low-cost financing to companies for 

fleet upgrades.

Industrial decarb / green jobs

• SEFI provides economic development

incentive to company to make decarb

investments across multiple

facilities. Company applies to LPO.

• Or SEFI borrows to create capital pool for

smaller projects.

In all cases, SEFI provides grant or other meaningful support to the project.



SEFI Potential Projects (3 of 3)

Community energy projects

• Tax credits finance majority of cost for

renewable portfolio with storage/ VPP

serving low-income communities.

• Energy office provides SEFI grant.

• Project developer or municipality applies to

LPO for loan to implement project.

Government building decarbonization

• Portfolio of government buildings aggregated; 

energy projects procured.

• Project company applies to LPO.

Commercial building decarbonization

• Energy administration makes SEFI awards to 

commercial portfolio for project, allowing 

project company to borrow from LPO.

• SEFI borrows from LPO to make smaller

awards from LPO backed capital pool.In all cases, SEFI provides grant or other 

meaningful support to the project.
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Before Applying for LPO Financing



Questions?
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Reach out to with SEFI questions to Hans Riemer at

hans.riemer@hq.doe.gov or SEFI@hq.doe.gov

Let’s Talk About Your Project
Contact LPO to see what financing options may be available for your project

Download the full Title 17 Guidance document at: Energy.gov/LPO/Clean-Energy 

Learn more about LPO and all of its financing programs at: Energy.gov/LPO

Updated 31 July 2023

mailto:hans.riemer@hq.doe.gov
mailto:SEFI@hq.doe.gov


March 7, 2024

Qualifying Advanced 

Energy Project Credit (48C)

Dr. Brian Anderson
Executive Director, Interagency Working Group on Coal and 
Power Plant Communities and Economic Revitalization
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Mission: Not Leave Communities Behind 

In The Energy Transition

Established: by Executive Order 14008

to lead 11 agencies to guide resources 

to energy communities

Impact: Initially identified $38 billion in 

federal funding for energy 

communities… that number is now 

more than $500 billion

IWG Summary

Initial Report to the President on Empowering Workers Through Revitalizing Energy 

Communities, Released April 23, 2021

https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/presidential-actions/2021/01/27/executive-order-on-tackling-the-climate-crisis-at-home-and-abroad/


$250 Billion in 

Authority for 

Redeveloping 

& Repurposing 

Bonus Tax 

Credits for 

Clean Energy 

Projects in 

Energy 

Communities

At least $4 

Billion of the 

$10 billion 

Clean Energy 

Manufacturing 

Tax Credits 

must got to 

Energy 

Communities

IRA provides targeted investments in 
energy communities.

Tax Credits & Loan Guarantees

The Inflation Reduction Act (IRA)
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Workers/Community/EJ

IRA supports energy workers, and their 
families, who built this country.

Black Lung 

Disability Trust 

Fund 

Reinstated

$27 Billion 

Green House 

Gas 

Reduction 

Fund

$3 Billion for 

Environment 

and Climate 

Justice

$145 Million 

Tribal 

Electrification

Details available in the IRA Guidebook at www.whitehouse.gov/cleanenergy/inflation-reduction-act-guidebook/ 

Note that Applicants will need to compete for competitive funding.



Energy Community Tax Credits Eligibility Maps
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$250 Billion in 

Authority for 

Redeveloping 

& Repurposing 

Bonus Tax 

Credits for 

Clean Energy 

Projects in 

Energy 

Communities

At least $4 

Billion of the 

$10 billion 

Clean Energy 

Manufacturing 

Tax Credits 

must got to 

Energy 

Communities

IRA provides targeted investments in 
energy communities.

Tax Credits & Loan Guarantees

The Inflation Reduction Act (IRA)
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Workers/Community/EJ

IRA supports energy workers, and their 
families, who built this country.

Black Lung 

Disability Trust 

Fund 

Reinstated

$27 Billion 

Green House 

Gas 

Reduction 

Fund

$3 Billion for 

Environment 

and Climate 

Justice

$145 Million 

Tribal 

Electrification

Details available in the IRA Guidebook at www.whitehouse.gov/cleanenergy/inflation-reduction-act-guidebook/ 

Note that Applicants will need to compete for competitive funding.



What is 48C?
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What
• Investment tax credit (ITC) expanded by IRA with $10 billion 

for (1) clean energy manufacturing & recycling, (2) critical 

materials, and (3) industrial GHG emissions reduction projects

• Projects receive 30% ITC (or 6% if prevailing wage and 

apprenticeship requirements not met)

• At least 40% of the total $10 billion will be allocated 

to projects in communities with closed coal plants known as 

“energy communities”

Eligible Entities

• Clean energy manufacturers & recyclers; critical materials 

processors, refiners, & recyclers; industrial facilities planning 

GHG emissions reduction projects

Why

• 48C will play a critical role in creating high-quality jobs, 

reducing industrial emissions, and increasing domestic 

production of critical clean energy products and materials

•Re-equip, expand, or establish Industrial or 

manufacturing facility for production or 

recycling of clean energy and energy 

efficiency technologies

Clean Energy Manufacturing and 

Recycling

•Re-equip, expand, or establish an industrial 

facility to process, refine, or recycle critical 

materials (50 USGS minerals + DOE critical 

materials)

Critical Materials Processing, Refining, 

and Recycling

•Re-equips industrial or manufacturing facility to 

reduce greenhouse gas emissions by at least 

20%

Industrial GHG Emissions Reductions

Scope defined by 

ARRA in 2009

Scope added by IRA 

Legend



Section 48C(e) Energy Communities Census Tracts
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Census tracts with coal mines that 

have closed since December 31, 1999

Census tracts with coal power plants that 

have closed since December 31, 2009

Census tracts immediately adjacent 

to either of the above

48C energy communities include:

OF THE

$10 billion 
IN TAX CREDITS TO BE ALLOCATED, 

$4 billion 

AT LEAST 

MUST GO TO QUALIFYING PROJECTS 

IN ENERGY COMMUNITIES.

Energy communities have knowledge, infrastructure, resources, and

know-how to play a leading role in the move to a clean energy economy.

More information can be found in section 6 of 

Notice 2023-44



Clean Energy Manufacturing and Recycling – Round 1 Priority Areas
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Electric Grid: Manufacturing of transformers, materials (including electrical steel, 

amorphous alloy), power electronics, and other grid components and equipment 

(including MVDC/HVDC converter station components and switchgears)

Electric Heat Pumps: Manufacturing of air-source or ground-source heat pump components and infrastructure, 

particularly reversing valves, control circuits, compressors, and heat exchangers

Electric Vehicles: Manufacturing of power electronics (including semiconductors, modules, and circuits for EV 

motor traction drives, on-board EV chargers, DC/DC converters, and EV charging stations), permanent 

magnets, and battery components for use in electric vehicle motors

Nuclear Energy: Manufacturing of specialized components and equipment for nuclear power reactors or their 

fuels (including fabrication of fuels, and manufacturing of equipment for conversion, enrichment, and 

deconversion), for both existing reactors and new reactor deployments

Solar Energy: Polysilicon, wafer production facilities, ingot and wafer production tools, and solar glass 

production facilities

Sustainable Aviation Fuels: Manufacturing of equipment needed for low-carbon aviation fuel production 

(including feedstock handling equipment and pretreatment reactors)

Wind Energy: Component production facilities and specialized steel production, particularly for offshore wind, 

such as monopile-grade steel and towers; recycling of wind components, particularly blades



Targets for 48C Regional Workshops

• March 21: Intermountain West 

Denver, CO

• March 26: Central 

Appalachia Charleston, WV
• April 16 or 17: Illinois Coal Basin

Evansville, IN

2024 Events
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Subject to change

Engagement via Rapid Response Teams
• Four Corners (Feb 27 & 29)
• Kentucky
• Illinois (May 14, 15, 21 & Oct 22-23)
• Pennsylvania
• Wyoming (April 10-11)
• Ohio

Planned IWG RRTs
• Southeast Montana
• Virginia
• West Virginia

Other Proposed Events
• IWG Anniversary Event
• Ad-hoc Events 

*pending consultation with partners



Manufacturing Capital Connector (MCC)

MCC looks to facilitate the commitment of 
private sector capital necessary to bring 
important clean energy manufacturing 
projects to commercial operation

MCC will work with private capital to 
ensure the understanding of supply chain 
priority areas and DOE-administered clean 
energy manufacturing opportunities

MCC will develop a list of capital providers 
to finance clean energy manufacturing 
projects and share the list of interested 
capital providers to project sponsors

What is MCC?

The Manufacturing Tax 
Credit (48C) is an initiative 
to connect manufacturing 
applicants with a wide-
range of capital providers 
to facilitate the investment 
necessary to build out the 
U.S. manufacturing supply 
chain.



The Manufacturing Capitol Connector Aims

Educate interested capital providers about DOE-administered 
programs, Biden Administration’s supply chain priorities and DOE’s 
rigorous merit review process

Increase the flow of capital into DOE-awarded projects and the 
broader energy transition

Develop “Best Practices" and compile a list of capital providers 
interested in participating

Share the list of interested capital providers with applicants and, 
if they opt in, facilitate the sharing of their application information 
to those capital providers

https://www.energy.gov/mesc/articles/department-energy-seeks-feedback-manufacturing-capital-connector-initiative-connect
or search manufacturing capital connector rfi

https://www.energy.gov/mesc/articles/department-energy-seeks-feedback-manufacturing-capital-connector-initiative-connect


• 48C is a backbone of the clean energy transition. These are the components needed to 
build everything...transformers for the grid, electrolyzers for hydrogen, heat pumps, etc.

• 48C awarded projects will benefit from the increased demand from other U.S. Government 
and DOE initiatives

48C Economics Bolstered by Other Federal Programs

Source(s): Build America Buy America | U.S. Department of Commerce, IRS provides initial guidance for the domestic content bonus credit | Internal Revenue Service, Domestic Content Bonus Credit Guidance under Sections 45, 45Y, 48, and 48E (irs.gov)

DOE Awarded 
Projects

Buy America, Build 
America

Domestic Content 
Step-Ups

• 48C projects manufacture the components for other DOE-awarded projects

• $40 billion awarded so far

• Tens of billions more to come in 2024

• Initiative of the Biden Administration on domestic content procurement

• Requires that all iron, steel, manufactured products, and construction 
materials used in covered infrastructure projects are produced in the U.S.

• Tax credits for renewable energy projects can earn domestic content 
bonuses (e.g., 30% ITC increases to 40%, a $27.5/MWh PTC increases to 
$30.25)

• Domestic content is generally defined as steel, iron or manufactured 
products that are manufactured or produced in the United States

https://www.commerce.gov/oam/build-america-buy-america
https://www.irs.gov/newsroom/irs-provides-initial-guidance-for-the-domestic-content-bonus-credit
https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-drop/n-23-38.pdf


The Inflation Reduction Act § 13501(e)(2) requires that at least 40 percent of the § 48C tax credits allocated go to projects

in Energy Communities*. Eligibility maps for Energy Communities can be found at energycommunities.gov.

This Financing Vehicle may be particularly helpful to these entities because they have historically had less access to the full

range of potential financing sources.

In September 2022, the Interagency Working Group on Coal and Power Plant Communities and Economic Revitalization

(Energy Communities IWG) received responses from stakeholders in 17 of the 25 priority energy communities in the

United States.

One of the key pieces of feedback was ”finding ‘up front’ funding (i.e., not reimbursement funding) is virtually impossible,”

and DOE should reduce requirements for matching funds since energy communities do not have the resources.

- Colorado, Illinois & West Virginia Respondents

This energy community guidance is in addition to the Justice40 initiative, which has the goal of directing 40 percent of the

overall benefits of certain Federal DOE investments to flow to disadvantaged communities (DACs).

Benefits for Energy Communities

* § 48C Energy Communities include: Census tracts with coal mines that have closed since December 31, 1999; Census tracts with coal power plants that 

have closed since December 31, 2009; Census tracts immediately adjacent to either of the previous two categories. Census tracts which have received 48C 
funding in previous rounds are not eligible for the 40% carve-out.

https://energycommunities.gov/
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Rapid Response Teams (RRTs)

Proposed RRTs /

Deep Engagement
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Subject to availability of funds



Rapid Response Team’s Role In Energy Communities
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Objectives:  

✓ Focus Partner Agency resources in areas experiencing and/or facing imminent 
economic and social impacts due to fossil energy transitions.

✓ Deploy RRTs to coordinate with Partner Agencies to support community-driven
goals and needs.

✓ Utilize existing knowledge and relationships of ECIWG Partner Agency regional 
staff, augmented by coordinated, navigator/concierge services from the 
ECIWG and its Partner Agencies.

✓ Coordinate with existing complementary federal initiatives (e.g., Rural Prosperity 
Network, White House Council on Native American Affairs, the Justice40 
initiative) and those that may exist in the future. 

✓ An initial cohort of 9 RRTs will be operating in FY2024, though a clear demand 
for more exists. 



Interagency Working Group on Coal and Power 
Plant Communities and Economic Revitalization

Thank you!
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@EnergyCommunitiesUS

@energycommunitiesus

@EnergyComm_US

EnergyCommunities.gov


